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South African passport holders do not require a Visa to enter Singapore for a minimum stay of 30 days. Should a longer stay be required, he or she must have
the entry stamp (Issued upon arrival) extended at the immigration check point authority office in Singapore.

Business travelers earning an income during their stay is required to ensure that the hosting company arrange for a work permit on their behalf. The individual
alone cannot obtain this permit, the employer has to apply for a permit in Singapore.

All the columns in the application form(s) should be completed. A cover letter should be attached to the application bearing your contact details; this is to
assist us in being able to contact you as soon as your application is approved. Your passport must be valid for a minimum of six months from your date of
entry into Singapore.

Copy of current passport; pages bearing holders photograph, passport number, date of issue and expiry of passport and endorsement of
permanent/temporaryresidence, study, work permit. Should minors (children) be endorsed on thePassport, a copy of the page is also necessary.

A copy of the permanent/temporary residence, study/work permit should it not be endorsed into the passport but issued on a separate document.

A copy of the proposed air ticket or flight schedule on travel agents letter. (Please note that this is a must) Please note that the amount of entries issued to the
applicant will depend on the amount of entries issued to the applicant will depend on the amount of entries indicated on the flight schedule. Additional entries
by, land, rail or ferry should be indicated as well.

All travellers must fill in the SGAC declaration up to 3 days before arrival (www.ica.gov.sg)

One passport photograph per applicant. In the case of children traveling on the parent-s passport, a photo per child ids also necessary.

Costs - Kindly contact Visas Zone for a detailed quotation.

Visas Zone charge a service fee.

Prices may vary.

Processing time: Strictly 30 business days for all foreign passports holders (Approval required from Singapore Immigration)

No representative in the Western Cape, courier fee applies.
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